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ROTOCONTROL reports record month of
machines entering production
As a result of positive order demand, ROTOCONTROL has increased manufacturing and technical staff

Ahrensburg, Germany (February 5, 2010) – Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director, today reported
that January was a record month for new orders for ROTOCONTROL machines being released to
the production floor. Manufacturing and technical staff were increased to meet the current demand
in booked and anticipated order activity in the coming months.
Machines currently being manufactured include the RSC Series Slitter Rewinder Inspection
Machines, RSD Series Die Cutting/ Slitting Rewinding Machines, and recently introduced EDM200
Series Over-printing Press. These machines will fulfill customer orders received from Germany,
Finland, South Africa, Italy, France, Spain, and Turkey.
“Since our product demonstrations at Labelexpo Europe, the customer orders that followed are
extremely positive” states Marco Aengenvoort. “The increased momentum is reflected in our
current production floor which will continue to grow this coming year. Also evident in the mix of
machines ordered by customers, is our ability to also build product for unique and custom
application requests.”
Manufacturing of ROTOCONTROL machines is out of Ahrensburg, Germany (near Hamburg).
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About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
To be updated on future ROTOCONTROL Company and Product announcements, visit the
company website at http://www.rotocontrol.com and subscribe to the Mailing List.
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